
Chandra monitoring, trending, and responseBradley D. Spitzbart, Sott J. Wolk, and Takashi IsobeSmithsonian Astrophysial Observatory, 60 Garden St., Cambridge, MA 02138ABSTRACTThe Chandra X-ray Observatory was launhed in July, 1999 and has yielded extraordinary sienti� results.Behind the senes, our Monitoring and Trends Analysis (MTA) system has proven to be a valuable resoure.With three years worth of on-orbit data, we have available a vast array of both telesope diagnosti informationand analysis of sienti� data to aess Observatory performane. As part of Chandra's Siene OperationsTeam (SOT), the primary goal of MTA is to provide tools for e�etive deision making leading to the mosteÆient prodution of quality siene output from the Observatory. We oupy a middle ground betweenight operations, hiey onerned with the health and safety of the spaeraft, and validation and veri�ation,onerned with the sienti� validity of the data taken and whether or not they ful�ll the observer's requirements.In that role we provide and reeive support from systems engineers, instrument experts, operations managers,and sienti� users. MTA tools, produts, and servies inlude real-time monitoring and alert generation forthe most mission ritial omponents, long term trending of all spaeraft systems, detailed analysis of varioussubsystems for life expetany or anomaly resolution, and reating and maintaining a large SQL database ofrelevant information. This is aomplished through the use of a wide variety of input data soures and exible,aessible programming and analysis tehniques. This paper will disuss the overall design of the system, itsevolution and the resoures available.Keywords: Chandra, real-time systems, trending1. INTRODUCTIONThe MTA subdivision within the SOT is harged with providing an overview of telesope performane as ita�ets the siene quality and eÆieny of the Observatory. The group often serves as a learinghouse of dataand analysis tools in onert with the engineers, instrument experts, and sientists. In the following setions wedisuss the inputs, proesses, and outputs of the MTA system. Setion 5 gives several examples of our work,followed by a short summary of future developments.A summary of the major spaeraft systems and our monitoring ategories is given in Table 1. With thephilosophy that any subsystem omponent, from solar array urrents to HRMA and ACIS temperatures, ouldpotentially impat the wholly sienti� objetives of the mission, the MTA projet o�ers a novel approahto developing and maintaining the proesses that orrelate trends within and between Chandra's state-of-the-art systems. This paradigm easily failitates the exhange of information between MTA, systems engineers,instrument experts, and the sienti� ommunity.The MTA team makes fervent use of the World Wide Web. We maintain literally thousands of dynami webpages on a daily basis. The home page with links to all of the produts desribed below, as well as to manyother MTA and Chandra X-ray Center (CXC) resoures is http://x.harvard.edu/mta/sot.html.Further author information: (Send orrespondene to B.D.S.)B.D.S.: E-mail: bspitzbart�fa.harvard.edu, Telephone: 1 617 496 7339S.J.W.: E-mail: swolk�fa.harvard.edu, Telephone: 1 617 496 7766T.I.: E-mail: tisobe�fa.harvard.edu, Telephone: 1 617 496 7335Copyright 2002 Soiety of Photo-Optial Instrumentation Engineers.This paper was published in Observatory Operations to Optimize Sienti� Return III, Peter J. Quinn, Editor, Proeed-ings of SPIE Vol. 4844, and is made available as an eletroni reprint with permission of SPIE. One print or eletroniopy may be made for personal use only. Systemati or multiple reprodution, distribution to multiple loations viaeletroni or other means, dupliation of any material in this paper for a fee or for ommerial purposes, or modi�ationof the ontent of the paper are prohibited.



Table 1. Main MTA monitoring ategories (Chandra subsystems).ACIS Advaned CCD Imaging Spetrometer - CCD siene instrumentHRC High Resolution Camera - Miro-hannel plate siene instrumentEPHIN Eletron, Proton, Helium Instrument - on-board radiation detetorHRMA High Resolution Mirror AssemblyOBA Optial Benh AssemblySIM Siene Instrument ModuleOTG Transmission grating (HETG/LETG) mehanismsHETG High Energy Transmission Grating(ontains High Energy Grating (HEG) and Medium Energy Grating (MEG))LETG Low Energy Transmission GratingPCAD Pointing Control and Aspet DeterminationACA Aspet CameraCCDM Command and Control ModuleSPC Spaeraft/Solar Array temperatures and eletronisEPS Eletrial and Propulsion SystemsCOMP Ground omputed psuedo-msids (eg. total power)GRAD Ground omputed temperature gradients2. INPUTSThe MTA system is designed to use a variety of interhangeable inputs. New data arrives at the CXC approxi-mately every eight hours. Communiation with the telesope takes plae through the shared resoure of NASA'sDeep Spae Network so ontinuous ontat is not possible. Rather, data is stored on-board and dumped duringour one hour supports, roughly three times a day. During real-time ontats live data feeds are sent diretly tothe CXC. Dumped data generally arrives within �ve hours via the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.For raw telemetry deommutation a C++ software pakage alled ACORN? (A Comprehensive objet-ORiented Neessity) was produed in-house. ACORN is apable of reading from both the real-time telemetrystream through a UDP port or from several types of arhived dump �les. Chandra telemetry is oded in over11,000 MSIDs (mnemoni string identi�ers). Eah spaeraft meter, sensor, thermistor, boolean value, et.is identi�ed and traked with an unique MSID. Standard MTA proessing urrently uses about 900 MSIDs.ACORN deodes the telemetry stream and provides times, MSIDs, and values to either the standard output orto a tab-delimited �le for MTA tools to use as input. There is also a GUI interfae for a quik review of thedata.Input data is also obtained from CXC standard proessing pipeline produts. We frequently use �les fromall levels of available proessing. Level 0 are essentially the raw telemetry dump data in FITS format, orga-nized by subsystem. Level 1 are aspet orreted siene produts for eah OBSID (observation identi�ationnumber) suh as event lists used for alulations of total dose maps for eah of the detetors. Level 2 �les arefurther leaned events lists and sienti� analysis suh as soure �les, whih we use to trak deteted soureharateristis to draw onlusions about instrument quantum eÆieny, mirror alignment, fous, et. All ofthese standard produts are easily aessible from the Chandra data arhive in FITS format.There are many ases when the above two inputs are not suÆiently onvenient or omplete. Often RDBformat or otherwise delimited ASCII �les are used. These types of �les are simple to read and write and alloweasy aess to data from many soures or ustomizations of data originally in other formats.



In addition to handrafted and standard CXC produts, the MTA system gathers data from outside souresusing lynx and anonymous ftp ommands. This method is used espeially to obtain data from other spaemissions for radiation monitoring. 3. PROCESSESThe standard MTA data proessing pipeline was written in C++ by CXC Data Systems (CXCDS) programmerswho ontinue to provide generous support on omplex, objet-oriented, Java, or other higher order implemen-tations. The pipeline is run by CXCDS operators who handle all standard data proessing and reproessingtasks. Two modes of operation exist: ustom (manual) proessing and automated proessing. Custom proess-ing ours on the arrival of eah data set to obtain a quik overview of the data and any potential problems.Lateny on ustom proessing is generally just a few hours. Automated proessing lags 1-2 days behind, butprovides onsistent, arhive-quality output.For more ustomized appliations, there is an e�ort among the MTA group to reate simple, yet sophistiatedand powerful proesses. This allows for rapid software development by MTA data aides. Our programming toolsof hoie are UNIX shell sripts, PERL, IDL, and HTML. Often a single task is aomplished by a ombinationof programs. Shell sripts all PERL programs whih generate and exeute IDL bath �les then reate ormodify an HTML �le, for instane. Shell ommands are simple and natural to implement and test for manyleaning and maintenane tasks (moving or removing �les more than ten days old, for instane). Shell sriptsare also handy ways to write wrapper tools around Chandra's suite of data analysis programs (CIAO �). Formore ompliated jobs, PERL provides a readily available platform with all the looping and number runhingapability we have found neessary. PERL has also been utilized in CGI odes, making for interative, userfriendly web pages. Finally, we use IDL for graphial and analytially intense appliations.Programming is almost always approahed with the intent of eventual automation of the task at hand. Werely heavily on the UNIX time daemon (ron) to autonomously run jobs at various times of the day, updatingdata �les and web pages and monitoring proessing status and telemetry. MTA's rontab onsists of over 50periodi tasks.All MTA jobs are divided among three UNIX mahines, all running Solaris 5.8. The main real-time analysisand standard proessing ours on a Sun Ultra10/440, with a ompletely independent real-time ow on anUltraE450 for redundany. A separate UltraE450 handles daily tasks and individual ron jobs.4. OUTPUTSMTA data and analysis is provided to the ommunity in essentially three forms. Time- and mission-ritial alertsare send via e-mail, standard and ustom presentations are posted on the world wide web, and all monitoredvalues are arhived in a database.4.1. AlertsWe have reated a number of e-mail aliases to whih alert messages an be sent when spaeraft state violationsor other problems are deteted. Namely, sot red alert links to mail aounts and pagers for the most urgentmessages, while sot yellow alert exists for less urgent or informational noties. MSIDs are monitored in bothreal-time and proessed, near real-time modes as desribed below.4.1.1. Real-time alertsDuring eah real-time support, MTA runs PERL sripts whih reate a dynami web page known as theChandra Snapshot (see Set. 4.2.1). The PERL ode inorporates seleted limit heks to olor ode thedisplay, indiating any state violations. In addition, these limit heks will generate messages to sot red alert ifeither of the onditions listed below are found:� SCS107 is DISABLED (Siene instrument sa�ng proedure has run)�http://x.harvard.edu/iao/douments.html



� FMT (telemetry format) is 5 (Chandra is in safe mode)As a safeguard against false noti�ation, the violation must persist for three minutes before an alert istriggered. One a message is sent, a semaphore is reated whih prevents further alerts for the same violations.This semaphore is autonomously removed when the ondition subsides for three minutes.Due to the suseptibility of the ACIS detetor to CTI degradation aused by low energy protons, MTA alsoplays a key role in monitoring the radiation environment. E-mail and pager messages are issued when warrantedby data monitored from other spaeraft and models. In partiular, we gather ACE, GOES-8, GOES-10, andthe Costello Kp index data from solar.se.noaa.gov. An ACE P3 (112-187 keV) integrated uene greater than3.6e8 partiles/m2/steradian/MeV within two hours triggers a sot red alert. For more information on radiationmonitoring see (Cameron, 2002).?4.1.2. Near real-time alertsOur deommutation software? provides the apability to send e-mail and/or pager alerts to the responsiblesientists for a given subsystem when limit violations are deteted. In addition, we have developed a morerobust and ustomizable PERL-based pakage alled on�g mon. This software autonomously reeives spae-raft dump data within a few hours of the ompletion of eah ommuniations pass. This data ontains thereord of spaeraft state for the time period between the last two real-time ontats. The values are reviewedand ompared against expeted, as-planned values and operational limits using output produts from missionplanning and a limits database. When violations are found, e-mails and pages are direted as appropriate.Con�g mon urrently monitors siene instrument (SIM) position, fous position, pointing (right asension,delination, roll), and gratings positions, reporting violations to sot yellow alert. We have not yet triggered anyerroneous alerts. In all ases thus far, messages sent have been the result of a misalulated expeted state or apreviously identi�ed on�guration mismath (usually following an SCS107 ativation, where the SIM is stowedand observing has stopped). The latter type of false alert is now prevented by linking the real-time semaphores(Set. 4.1.1) to on�g mon. In addition to the sot yellow alerts, on�g mon is easily extensible. It urrently alsomonitors reation wheel rates for the PCAD team and several instrument temperature MSIDS for the ACISteam.4.2. World Wide WebOur main vehile for data dissemination is the world wide web. We maintain a large suite of dynami web pages,presenting real-time data feeds, standard proessing displays, ustomized studies, and weekly and monthlyreports. As muh as possible these pages are updated automatially on timesales from one minute to onemonth.We are also experimenting with emerging WAP (Wireless Appliation Protool) tehnologies to provideanytime, anywhere aess to the most important mission-ritial and deision-making data via web-enabledellular phones or other wireless devies. Currently available on the wireless site y are a version of the Snapshot(see Set. 4.2.1), ACE data, Chandra Radiation Model (CRM) data, the real-time ontat shedule, and theurrent week's observing shedule. This has proven to be a valuable quik-look resoure and development isongoing.4.2.1. Real-time web pagesAs mentioned in Set. 4.1.1, the apstone of our real-time web pages is the Chandra Snapshot z, whih provideseasy aess to the most relevant information from the most reent telemetry. The page is run using a dediatedACORN feed and underlying PERL ode to format the ASCII output and olor ode (Table 2) partiular itemsof interest. A ron job heks for new data and updates the values one per minute during real-time ontats.The CGI allows users to review \snapshots" from the past three days and inorporates the latest non-spaeraftyhttp://x.harvard.edu/mta/WL/sot.wml, on a WAP-enabled deviezhttp://x.harvard.edu/gi-gen/mta/Snap/snap.gi



Table 2. Chandra Snapshot olor sheme.Color Indiationwhite unhekedgreen within limits/mathes expeted stateyellow warning limit/suspiious statered limit violation/does not math expeted stateblue unheked (for quantities that are usually heked,for instane RA, De, and Roll may not be heked in NMAN mode,and EPHIN rates are not heked in the radiation zones)purple stale data (value is more than 15 minutes old,usually means quantity is unavailable in urrent telemetry format)data suh as ephemeris and radiation environment information. We also provide a text only version for fasteraess from remote or dial-up onnetions.A more omprehensive, but less sophistiated real-time display of MSIDs was reated for the Flight Op-erations Team engineers x. Known as the State of Health, there are nine pages overing 1011 MSIDs. Pagesexist for PCAD, CCDM, EPS, Thermal, Propulsion, SIM/OTG Mehanisms, a on�guration summary, overallsummary (top level), and a safe mode summary for quik assessments of telesope health. The design andimplementation is similar to that of the Snapshot, with two dediated ACORN feeds and nine parallel PERLsripts (one for eah page) updating every minute during live ontats. There is only limited state heking onthe top level and on�guration pages and no apability for browsing to earlier epohs.4.2.2. Standard web pagesSpaeraft subsystem monitoring pages are produed eah day as part of the standard data proessing pipeline.Plots and statistis are displayed for eah mnemoni and values are highlighted aording to a green-yellow-redolor sheme similar to that shown in Table 2. These plots are reviewed by the MTA team and violations orother onerns are reported eah week. Also part of the standard pipeline are automated siene analyses. Weprovide quik-look images and statistis of all observations. Gratings observations are further proessed usingMIT's HAK (HETG Analysis Kit) ode? both automatially and manually. CTI observations (Set. 5.3) arefurther proessed in the pipeline to display the appropriate entroid and pulse height information.Although not part of the proessing pipeline, we have been working to revamp and standardize our trendingtools. Using IDL and extrating values from the MTA databases (Set. 4.3), we provide plots and statistisfor all the monitored MSIDs. Three iterations are performed on eah datum: �ve minute average values, dailyminimum values, and daily maximum values. The system attempts to predit the next six months' behavior byestimating a �rst and seond derivative. The �rst derivative is simply a �rst order (linear) �t to the data. Theseond derivative is a �rst order �t to the slopes between smoothed data points. Past, urrent, or preditedfuture limit violations are highlighted with the green-yellow-red olor sheme (Table 2). Figure 1 shows anexample of the trend page output.4.2.3. Custom web pagesThe exibility of the web, PERL, and IDL, and the easy aess to MTA data allows for the timely reation andpresentation of ustomized studies alled for by various teams based on urrent spaeraft needs or anomalies.Many of these investigations beome new monitoring and trending tasks with the addition of automated sriptsand ron jobs. A few examples of the types of ustomized studies we have done are: a listing of OBSIDs andsimple metris for alibration observations, traking ACIS orner pixel, rejeted events, and bad pixel trends,xhttp://x.harvard.edu/gi-gen/mta/SOH/soh.html



Figure 1. Examples of trending plots from the EPHIN subsystem. The IDL ode permits plots of MSID versus time(left) or MSID versus another MSID (right). The top panel in eah shows the 5-minute averaged data, a linear �t line,and a smoothed urve. The bottom panels show the slopes between adjaent points on the smoothed urve and a linear�t, that is the seond derivative.timing, position, and voltage requirements for eah HETG and LETG insertion and retration, and PCAD gyrodrift rates. Other examples are further explained in Set. 5.4.3. DatabaseAt the end of the standard data proessing pipeline, a �ve minute average and standard deviation is omputedfor eah monitored MSID and ingested into an SQL database. Currently there are eight databases and 43individual tables, divided by subsystem. See (Wolk, 2002)? for a omplete desription. The �rst phase of thedatabases are urrently being bak�lled to the beginning of the mission with ompletion expeted by the fallof 2002. These tables ontain engineering-type data (temperatures, voltages, urrents, and bi-level, ON/OFFmnemonis). The next phases will expand the databases to inlude higher proessed data. We will add tablessuh as deteted soure harateristis for use in HRMA and detetor response trending, gratings observationline analyses, siene instrument bakground rates, and CTI measurements.The CXC Data Systems programming team has developed an extremely handy tool alled DataSeekerto extrat and merge tables from the MTA databases. This tool is available with either a web interfae orommand line mode, whih makes it onvenient for asual users or inorporation into automated sripts. See(Overbek, 2002)? for details on the design and implementation. DataSeeker seamlessly merges data fromdi�erent tables, keying on time. While most MTA studies have looked at hanges over time, we an nowinvestigate other orrelations suh as temperature versus EPHIN rates or pith angle versus power onsumption.Another important feature of the tool is the ability to inorporate outside tables on the y. DataSeeker willmerge users' RDB �les with existing database tables, again keying on time. This has proven valuable as we testthe implementation of the next generation of tables and as users have requested data that was not inluded inthe �rst phase. 5. APPLICATIONSThe MTA system is designed for onvenient, eÆient data aess and exible analysis. In response to urrentanomalies and spaeraft onerns, we strive to quikly gather and organize relevant information and postanalyses to web pages. In most ases we then attempt to automate updates as the mission progresses and thepages beome a part of the daily, weekly, or monthly monitoring and trending regimen. Below are four examplesfrom di�erent areas that have evolved in this way. The SOT home page provides links to these and many others.



5.1. Flight dynamis - Radiation environmentAs mentioned previously here and elsewhere, the monitoring and modeling of Chandra's radiation environmentis a key fous of MTA and the entire SOT. To that end, we reated a projet to ombine all of our radiationinformation in one plae, on one timesale. The ACIS Radiation Correlations page is updated three times aday with the latest data from Chandra and other missions. The top level page displays a staked four panelplot of ount rates in various hannels and a six panel strip plot of spaeraft on�guration for the past week.There are links to the same plots on monthly, yearly, and mission timesales.The ount rate plots are ompiled from varied soures. Current GOES-8 (3 hannels, 0.8-4, 4-9, 40-80 keV)and ACE (5 hannels, 47-65, 112-187, 310-580, 761-1220,1060-1910 keV) rates are obtained via anonymous ftpfrom solar.sel.noaa.gov, onatenated with previous data and saved loally for longer-term trending. EPHINvalues from hannels E1300, P4GM, and P41GM are pulled from standard data proessing, pipeline produedlevel 1 �les. The raw SCA00 values are then extrated from the MTA databases and saled to �t on the sameplot. Finally, ACIS ount rates on CCDs 5, 6, and 7 are added from level 1 event �les.The on�guration representation is similarly obbled from disparate soures. Gratings use, detetor use,RADMON (times when autonomous sa�ng is disabled due to radiation belt passage or SCS107 ativation), andformat (FMT) intervals are determined using output from a loal daily omprehensive state summary. Timeintervals when Chandra is in the radiation zone are omputed as periods when any of the three level 1 EPHINhannels are above 1/3 of the RADMON trip threshold, while the indiated SCA00 SAT intervals are de�nedas periods when the EPHIN SCA00 hannel is saturated. Intervals of CTI observations are taken from the CTItrending pages (Set. 5.3). Spaeraft altitude is read from NASA ranging �les and saled to �t on the plot.Finally, outputs from the Chandra Radiation Model are inorporated to show when Chandra enounters solarwind, magnetosheath, or magnetosphere onditions.This analysis has helped in validating many deisions on whether to stop observations due to high radiation.We also see that our urrent ACE alert and autonomous sa�ng levels are appropriate as ACE, GOES, EPHIN,and ACIS ount rates oinide. A loser look at the timing intervals (time between RADMON DISABLE andperigee pass, for instane) justi�es the present mission planning pratie of \padding" the radiation zones. Thus,lost siene time is minimized while proteting ACIS from damage.5.2. Mehanial performane - SIMA sudden inability to translate between Chandra's siene detetors ould end the mission. In light of that, wearefully monitor and trend the performane of the mehanial Siene Instrument Module (SIM) translationtable. There are four nominal aimpoint positions along the Z-axis of the spaeraft whih an be seleted andadjusted for siene observations. The translation table an also be shifted up or down (along the X-axis)to adjust the telesope fous. The expetation is that the SIM may slow down over time as lubriant andmehanial parts wear out. Total life expetany of the translation table is on the order of 10,000 moves (we'vedone about 1200 so far). Our SIM pages trak three MSIDs: TSCPOS (translation table position, in motorsteps), FAPOS (fous position, in motor steps), and MRMMXMV (the maximum motor voltage applied for themost reent move in either X or Z diretions).As the Chandra dump data is proessed as part of our near real-time monitoring, an auxiliary output isa reord of SIM position. The IDL-based SIM trending tool runs one per day and �rst ondenses this list,saving only time and position entries just before and after eah move. We de�ne ranges for eah of the fourinstrument arrays and ompare the times it takes to translate between eah ombination. Average move timesand standard deviations are omputed for eah ombination. The position information is only available oneper major frame in the telemetry whih yields a resolution of 32 seonds. This is a longer time that it takesto translate between the two ACIS arrays, so moves between ACIS-I and ACIS-S are not inluded in generaltrend statistis. We also make simple position versus time plots and use mission planning output produts tohek and plot the as-planned and as-own instrument positions (always within one motor step, unless a sa�ngation has ourred). The maximum motor voltage values are plotted versus time and never exeed 10V. Threeiterations of the web pages exist. One showing the above metris and plots for the entire mission, then zoomingin to show the details for the past week, and again for the past 24 hours.



Total mission trends are displayed on a separate page. Here we trak TSCPOS and FAPOS umulativenumber of moves and umulative distane moved (in motor steps). There is also a omputation of averagemonthly seonds/motor step. Plotted versus time, we see a onstant rate of 0.00137 s/step and no hange inthe move rate over the ourse of the mission thus far.5.3. Instrument performane - CTIDuring the �rst few orbits of the Observatory in 1999, the front-illuminated CCD hips of ACIS were unexpet-edly damaged by low energy protons within Earth's Van Allen radiation belts. The damage is manifested as adeterioration of the harge transfer ineÆieny (CTI) whih results in dereased energy resolution as a funtionof distane from the readout nodes. Standard operating proedure is now to stop observations and move ACISfrom the foal plane during belt transit. Just before and after belt passage on eah orbit an observation isobtained using Chandra's internal alibration soure. The soure produes Al K�, Ti K�, and Mn K� emissionwhih is independently analyzed by several groups to monitor and trend further degradation.MTA's standard proessing pipeline produes a omprehensive analysis of all individual CTI measurements.A histogram of the alibration signal ADU values is plotted as seen at eah of 160 hip loations aross theACIS array (10 hips � 4 nodes/hip � 4 row loations/node). Our CTI metri for eah node is de�ned asthe slope/interept of a linear �t to peak ADU versus row number. Customized MTA PERL sripts ollet thelatest individual metris on a daily basis, apply a detrending algorithm to eliminate biases due to the outsideradiation environment, and reate postsript plots of CTI metri versus time for eah node. Combining fournodes, averages are also alulated for eah CCD and linear �ts are made to all. Eah weekly MTA reportites the average detrended �CTI/day (~1e-8) for MnK� aross the entire ACIS-I array. The monthly reportpresents �CTI/day values for eah node and plots the monthly mean CTI versus time.While ontinued deterioration of the CTI is inevitable, a derease in the rate of hange is evident. Thisindiates a suess for our radiation zone sa�ng routine, again justifying the sari�e of some observing timein exhange for a prolonged, produtive use of a key siene instrument. Work ontinues among the SOT andACIS experts to develop pre- and post- exposure shemes to mitigate the CTI e�et.5.4. Siene quality - Gratings observationsThe ultimate goal of the MTA projet is to ensure the highest quality, most eÆient siene output. One of theways this is aomplished is through a onsistent analysis of all gratings observations. This has been a manualproess, but through ontinuous improvement in the underlying HAK ode,? it is beoming more automated.The original MTA task list inluded several elements in this area inluding monitoring zero order loations,dispersion angles, resolving power (E/�E), and line �ts. These tasks and others are handled niely by HAK,so we simply reate a overing web page to display the HAK output for eah observation.The standard data proessing pipeline produes a level 1.5 events �le for gratings observations. This isgenerally output within two days following the observation, then is used as input to HAK. The IDL-based odeprodues HTML and RDB output displaying grade and energy �ltered events. The analysis ontinues with�nding the zero order loation. With the zero order determined, HAK omputes the FWHM of the zero orderimage and of the readout streak (for ACIS), whih MTA uses as a metri of HRMA fous. HAK also measuresthe dispersion angles of the HEG, MEG, and LEG spetra as appropriate, ompares the grating's dispersedspetra with the pulse height determined spetra of the zero order image (for ACIS), and �ts any deteted linesin the dispersed spetra. A line analysis RDB table is reated for eah arm of the spetra, with olumns forenergy, FWHM, and E/�E.This proess also failitates easy trending. Data from eah individual observation are ompiled for zeroorder loation, zero order PSF, E/�E, and dispersion angle, then plotted versus time. Currently, there is amanual �ltering step to sort point soures from extended soures and to eliminate bad quality data. Zero orderpositions and dispersion angles appear onsistent throughout the mission. No signi�ant hange is seen in thetelesope fous. The on-orbit energy resolution falls within expetations for HEG and MEG ombinations, butappears slightly below predited values for LEG observations. These ompiled gratings metris will beomepart of the MTA databases in a future phase.



6. FUTURE WORKThe MTA system ontinues to evolve with the addition of new data soures, improved software and proesses,and enhaned, more user friendly outputs. By using automation as muh as possible we are able to ontinuallyexpand our o�erings instead of onstantly maintaining and updating the urrent work. The near future will seea more sophistiated trending pakage, inreasing our ability to predit upoming problems or limit violations.We hope to replae our urrent linear �ts with higher order analyses. The MTA databases have made manynew types of investigations easily and quikly possible, and will ontinue to do so for both the MTA groupand all other users. They will be expanded to inlude higher level data suh as point soure harateristis,spetral line harateristis, CTI data, and siene instrument bakground rates. Meanwhile, MTA will proeedto respond to spaeraft issues and anomalies as requested by ight diretors, engineers, or instrument teamswith ustom reports to aid in the optimized, eÆient operation of the Chandra X-ray Observatory.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis work is supported by the Chandra X-ray Center and NASA ontrat NAS8-39073.


